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Dedication 
 

For the lost sheep who are being called back into the 
fold, and would hearken to the voice of the Great Shepherd, 
not hirelings. John 10 
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Comments 
 
"JoeBard, as I would fondly call the author of Beyond Our Dreams, 
is a thespian in the realest sense of the aesthetics that coveys the gorgeousness 
of poetry.  
 
His poems are like the medieval weaponry piercing into the consciousness 
and conscience of a reader. Strong yet innocent. Bold yet imploring. You 
cannot but see the picture of life as Joseph lays it all bare like a true prophet 
in our lifetime.  
 
His poems are beyond mortality, you should only read them to attest to 
this transcendence. Highly dignified! " 
 
- Tukur Loba Ridwan,  Author, Award Winning Poet, 
Teacher of Poetry and Literary Critic. 
 
"Asides the chronological beauty, Olajuwon's offering takes us beyond 
what dreams revolve around, thereby showcasing areas to address in 
humanity - a quick note to normalcy with metaphors and devices that drive 
home faster." 
 
__Mesioye Johnson, co-author of the Poetry collection, of 
Rainbows & Fireflies 
 
"Beyond our Dreams by Olajuwon Joseph does more than heal; it 
gives the readers something to hold on to, given the fact that it addresses 
almost every trend in the society. This is the perfect time to read this 
collection." 
 
__Micheal Ace 
Founding Editor, ACEworld Publishers 
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"This collection is a treasure palette that paints life in different shades and 
takes a reader on a spiritual trip where the soul craves for that which only 
satisfies. Olajuwon's words are carefully selected, and are picturesque, 
portraying the poet as a conscious and committed craftsmaster." 
 
__Iwu, Jeff 
Author of Verdict of the Gods 
 
"This is one Christian poetry collection that isn't oblivious of the present 
times. Olajuwon dives into both personal and communal waters, 
investigating grief/loss, humanity & spirituality. "Beyond our 
Dreams" is a daring literary spiritual exploration that is both didactic 
and interesting." 
 
__Jide Badmus 
Author, Scripture 
 
 
"Olajuwon Joseph Olumide's Beyond Our Dreams is a collection of 
poems that psychologically probe into the science of human existence and 
his nature exposing through Imageries the dreaded human conflicts, the 
oddities of death and depression, vicious pandemic faced by humanity at 
the moment, the defects of religion and the dark inclinations that lie in the 
dark part of men's heart. 
 
The author's ability to tell tales through his words, churning out timeless 
lines that would stay today, and after this generation is no more, is 
powerful. A man's aspirations are colossal of his being yet standing up to 
defend what you are or what you think the world should be, is an 
inspiration that needs courage to build. 
 
Words are pregnant. They give birth to different species, to different eyes 
and mind, yet Olajuwon' words almost came like a whirlwind distrusting, 
exposing, building, amending, admonishing, probing and plunging down 
into the Ocean that clouds the Oddities of men to understand that death 
must reign in them just like the Mystery of dark clouds. This is a 
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panoramic sweep of words. Enjoy your read!" 
 
— John Chizoba Vincents, Author of Hard Times, for 
Boys of Tomorrow 
 
"For a very long time i thought long and hard where, how and as whom 
to write this... 
 
As the poet, punster that i am or as a man who as every other men have, 
are or will come to the point where the search for faith or should I say the 
search of God, begins.  
 
Being a psalmist myself and having read about the egalitarian adjectives 
used to qualify the works of creation in the bible, the moon for example.The 
gloom-laced irony remains that for All Apollo 11's exploits on the moon,  
beyond the famed quote "one step for man and a giant leap for humanity" 
all they met was the haunting desolation, an ordinariness, moon-dust and 
even more questions.  
 
Where is God? Are we just alone in this hubris? The wars, famine, the 
mayhem and unrest; where do our prayers go?  
 
Walking through the corridors of this book, page by page, each line, a 
mirror for reflecting on matters of faith, religion, purpose and destiny, a 
bosom-deep cuddle of comfort to the lost, troubled soul in search for his 
faith, You are not a LOAN, you are God's INTEREST!  
 
And i hope you find your 'Homecoming' as i have, here." 
 
__David Odiase (78thpsalmist) a spoken word poet 
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Author's Note 
 

 
For my thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, 
saith the Lord. For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my 
ways higher than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts. 
 
Isaiah 55vs8-9 
 

I am a striving man just as you. I have been caught up 
in the intricacies of earthly dreams and ambitions to survive 
and thrive in this marketplace, a soulless land ruled by Lucifer 
and his evil baits.  
 

Amidst my mortal weaknesses, as God's strength and 
love makes me perfect, I write these revelatory poems that 
eternity may be planted in our hearts. These global 
incongruities we experience today, war, famine, pandemic, 
conspiracies amongst others; are all poetry of His second 
coming. How prepared are you? How prepared am I? 
 

I know how the hustles feel, but beyond our dreams, 
let's apply wisdom to our hearts, remembering to number our 
days. One day, all mortals shall taste death. But while the day 
lingers, let's redeem the time.  
 

May heaven be our lots at last, amen! 
 

Olajuwon Joseph Olumide 
2020. 
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Introduction 
 

Poetry is spiritual: the mutual or perhaps the obviously 
shared realm of alertness (that point where the poet is 
completely caught up, beyond the mundane, into an elevated 
consciousness) strikes a remarkable connection between 
poetry and spirituality. When this fusion is powerfully 
harnessed, spiritual poetry is etched. By spiritual poetry, the 
human consciousness is tripled to give life and purpose even 
to the tiniest of events or experiences— a reawakening is 
rekindled.  
 

This is what Olajuwon’s Beyond Our Dreams has come 
to achieve and achieved: a serve of poetry in all its aesthetical 
precision, divinely dished.  
 

The inspirations behind the 20 poems in this collection 
stir the mind of the believer, bringing him to a spiritual 
consciousness and that intent desire to ascend to the very heart 
of the Supreme Being, God.  
 

The poet, witnessing through the eyes of a bird in the 
“Market Square of Life”, reflects on the pronounced 
“Transience” of this world and the vanities men are killing 
themselves for. That “Beyond our Dreams”: our commitment 
to pursue and achieve; our being consumed by worldly 
engagements, there is an urgent need to think about life after 
death. Death is the end of everything, it is what is to come, but 
then after death, what next?  
 

The poems do not deny helplessness: human 
weaknesses and the contentions abound. Little wonder, the 
genuineness of the cry in “This Soul won’t land in Sheol”.  
 

In addition, the poems capture the bright light of hope 
and the love of the Father for every soul to be saved. That even 
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though, we are “Strayed” and “She has lost her beauty” which 
symbolize our fall into errors, lust and energetic covetousness; 
that even though in ignorance, we open our souls to the “Devil 
that fought your Dad”, God’s arms are always open to embrace 
us back to him. The “Lost Soul” is found.  
 

His arms are around us and by this; we can see the 
bright light of hope in “Poetry in times of Corona”. We can 
always feel his present help though “Papa’s demise” has left us 
choked with responsibilities while we are flanked by vain 
promises of friends and families.  
 

There is salvation for our souls too. We come to an 
acknowledgement in “Homecoming”, we come to a 
rededication. We are moved to confess in “My Bible Vs My 
book”, where we begin to see the word of God as a roadmap 
to knowing the character of God, and to coming into 
recognition of our worth as a believer: our god-character in “a 
god fathered by God”. In this awareness, we are revealed, 
under God, our faith rekindled and with great grace and power 
we fling “The ancient door” open, ushering us into a new 
dimension and experience of Godlikeness and servitude. We 
take caution in “Plunge not down the ocean”, working out our 
faith in all carefulness, as the Bible rightly puts it, in trembling 
and fear. 
 

Olajuwon does not spare the “Oddities of religious 
folks” in his poetic winnowing; he condemns the prevalent 
filthiness of righteousness. He is moved by a strong desire that 
all come into the business of reconciliation with the Maker. To 
the realm where God can be proud of us and say, “I see a 
changed man”. 
 

“ATÉWÓLARÁ” is a fine departure, it reemphasizes, 
in a spiritual light, that there is a reward for our labour of love, 
that God is not unjust. Suffice to say, it is also a nudge to not 
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be weary in our wait; in doing good; in our commitment to the 
service of God; that in the midst of recent happenings in the 
world today: the kidnapping, the wars, the outbreak of 
pandemics, the celebration of wickedness and the like, which 
are harbingers of the second coming of the Lord, we should 
continue to “Hold the forth.”  
 

Olajuwon is a conscious observer, a good poet at that. 
There is something remarkable behind his use of language, 
especially the way he is able to fuse seamlessly classical and 
contemporary poetic elements in his artistry and spiritually- 
inspired deliveries.   
 

Beyond Our Dreams is powerfully reigniting, spiritually 
uplifting. It challenges the complacency in our expressions of 
faith. The influence of this precious gift on our spiritual nature 
is absolutely indelible!  
 

Ayoola Goodness  
Teacher, Poet, Literary Critic and  
Author of Meditations (WRR, 2016) 
Abidjan, Coted’Ivoire  
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HOLD THE FORTH! 
 

on the pages of our metropolis dailies 

banner texts of bitterness loom in our peevish eyes: 

 

__Leah, a Dapchi school girl who met doom  

along the path to her intellectual dream 

now holds in her womb foetus for a terrorist 

 

__a nine year old groomed haramist 

 harvests the neck of a man from another religion 

 

__a thief in governance exiled an emir 

 for being too rude with the truth 

 

__corona hurls dagger of confusion in the heart of earth 

 

__Uwa was raped & killed before god's eyes? 

 

the headlines unfurl more & more 

& sullen tears smear across the boulevard 

of my exiled soul in the hinterland of Kano  

where silence of solitude gives a clean fidelity 

to the hubbub of doom I hear submerging 

the whole land of Niger area.  

 

in my cottage, my angry heart 

rages against heaven, 

 

how silent can you be 

as the blood of men's felonies splatter  

into your righteous eyes, your hands fastened akimbo?  

 

& He takes me by hand through 

the trajectory of meditation into a rhema 
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of Matthew 24 and I see the prototypes: 

 

_of earthquakes,  

_of nations pouncing on nations 

_of minds that forget how to love 

_of many a barjesus out there 

_of vast leas drunk on martyrs' gore 

 

& my heart budges, I don't want to see more 

& the voice comes: 

 

these are poetry of my second coming 

hold the forth for I am coming 

I signal still, wave the aye!  

back to heaven, assuring 

by my grace you will. 
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POETRY IN TIMES OF CORONA: THE 

DARKROOM 
 

and the eerie moment creeps in on us 

& dashes at the kernel of our hearts 

a flash of shocking dagger! cosmic outage! 

darkness submerges the metropolis 

the bulbs of science & technocrats burst! 

critical thoughts benumbed 

we grope in the belly of a ball, bump into waterloo 

death figures drown the eyes. conjectures: 

a new cold war of superpowers or theory of conspiracy? 

darkness paralyses activities, lock down! 

social distancing, hand sanitizing, solitary hunger 

but for how long does a mortal keep  

running from the tracking of an oracle? 

perhaps, in the asphyxiation of our know-how 

will there surface a Greater Aid in this darkroom of life? 
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BEYOND OUR DREAMS 
 

like the rock of Gibraltar are man's aspirations  

at night, to and fro, his heart frantically strolls. 

now, the diurnal light blazes through his curtain 

a clarion call heed, his restive corpse leaps like a panther 

and his muscles yet resume the incessant toils  

as when a vehicle raises voice of unmanaged fatigue  

and the driver keeps damning even if it screeches to a final 

halt!  

 

the mouth of the aftermath awaits to muster: 

you've been chasing shadows in a circle, alas! soon,  

all is heading into the dungeon of extinction, says the sage.  

 

squint your inner eyes around, all is ridden with labour 

mouth can't tell it all! hard breath smokes out of man's 

nostrils 

desperation boils in the blood as the limbs of time tick... 

its beat pressure in folly holds our minds, for no 

philosopher 

can augur the eyes of tomorrow; what if the nocturnal king  

refuses to get off the throne for aurora light to takeover? 

 

still, none would feel his frail heart as that candle flame 

that could be blown out in no time in the face of life's 

storms. 

but our warring greed darkens our sane mentality, battling 

to cart away our pilgrimage's focus towards eternity; 

leaving with us booties of excess luggage, sojourning 

on this shore of vanity; destination unknown! 

 

a chap's blood is spilled on the altar of another's deadly 

pursuit, 

earthly treasures become poisonous to harvest... 
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but, as distanced is the sun's home to planet earth 

i see the thought of the Creator, for man, conquering time 

the wisdom screaming of the eternity, beyond our dreams. 

his verdict is final! let mortal wisdom protest still; 

all must dance to nature's beat, answering 

the Greatest clarion call one day! 
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TRANSIENCE 
 

What manner of eulogy shall we accord  

to the preening lilies and the luxuriant green grass 

whose pulchritude arrays the vast lea of this cosmos?  

If not tortured via sunbathing of the fiery solar stare; 

would they not teased by the cruel gust of frigid wind? 

If not bruised under nonchalant feet sauntering by; 

the sickles or wicked blades of tractors, spurred to act, 

would shave off the glory — how transient!  

as the packed debris becomes indigene of the dunghill 

 

How wisdom subtly screams through pervading mouth 

of nature out there, projecting parable of vain figures  

on this stage, preening in garb of fresh days... 

The prominent men sprout claws of greed, more crooked 

than the fiery hawk's and fist unto this placid ball  

shrinking out its water and honey of repose — 

oblivious of the yawning crater of the hungry soil  

munching insight of an imminent end...  

O voracious one gulping flesh of both legend & mediocre 

 

Mortal philosophy might have thought it out; 

"if the clumps of grasses be weeded, sprout not another?" 

but know, a time, odd, awaits this vast fertile lea 

when the sun shall cease, and darkness engulf the land  

and the moon which ought to console the tried cloud  

hovering above, itself would weep blood!  

And hubbub of wailing be heard protruding from mazed 

lips 

of the perilous day's doomed grass left on the lea... 

one day, abruptly, the cosmic ceremonies will end! 
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THIS SOUL WON'T LAND IN SHEOL! 
 

this soul is an imp  

this soul is a stubborn child  

he craves all of the goodies, even  

what eludes his sense of grasp  

this soul is a gourmand 

in a pit of insatiable wants 

the orgy of lust with its fangs 

but he'd voyage any geography 

to find music, knowledge, aphrodite 

& what has life? name it! the nameless. 

this soul, may he not land in sheol.  

the father knows of his wild appetite 

for there's a horned beast, a king 

ruling over this soulless land --- 

the marketplace this soul plies to haggle  

prices & have for himself his insatiables 

his father fears him be held in servitude 

by the beastly bastard prowling the market 

hey! this baby needs be weaned  

pray, tell, this soul won't land sheol! 
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HOMECOMING 
 

Though he may've become a wayfarer, 

a soul in servitude has a biological father... 

 

A thoughtful insight invades this soul 

sent adrift by the superfluities of vain world 

where the moths devour the corrupt vault 

the shackles of sin take hold of a king's son 

have I not sought after my vomit again? 

the horned beast now stands nigh to gloat 

when my strayed self is tethered like a goat... 

 

I've been jostled that aloof 

the filth of life besmirches my aristocratic garment 

the wickedness in high places looks down 

and stretches infinite scourges, handed over 

to the gullible demons ashore 

ah! a king's son is whipped like a slave 

aye! am I not a slave to their excess luggage of sin? 

 

No! never again! I take it no more... 

I remember calvary —where father's blood flowed... 

I'm ready to get lost in the arms of the King of kings 

let it be known father —a son is coming home... 
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STRAYED  
 

under this silent thoughtful sky, once upon a time 

an innocent lass, gifted, was at the door of her prime  

while her church mind and morality was yet intact 

aye! mellifluous notes on her lips corroborated this fact!  

 

howbeit, debate not! if time says life is capricious 

lest impulsive wind besets thy insight with grails of lost 

focus 

alas! on the street of purpose, along the path of career 

pursuit  

odd wind dispersed sly options, she picked a forbidden 

fruit!  

 

the haunting hawk with sinister claws unclad her dignity 

as uncanny door exposed her to limelight, t.v screened her 

nudity 

acquaintant eyes fluttered, but she preened with damn 

alacrity! 

poor soul! what could be more gainful than her paid 

royalty?  

 

in glee, she mounted mansions on shore where thrive 

thieves 

where sheen glory is transient as pulchritude of riverbank's 

lilies  

at a juncture stomped, she sought beyond what's pecuniary 

after pomp of fame, power, her once frail mind, now steely! 

 

disguised, horned beast in suit lured her with soothing 

commotion 

his words, prosaic enough: "before promotion comes 

initiation!" 

on lucifer's altar, blood bathed her soft lips like a vampire 
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she dined with satan and his vermin from hell's empire!  

 

and till the morrow's light, she chants to cage souls of men 

with futile discernment, though her lyrics screams of ill 

omen 

this once tender soul may arouse sympathizers' attention 

obsequious slave to her master; does care daughter of 

perdition? 
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SHE HAS LOST BEAUTY 
 

She lost her beauty out of ignorance 

Ah! Her penchant for lust crumbled her past 

While in her season of pride and radiance 

Her skin she westernized like a half-caste!  

 

Many men of destiny came her way 

Greed for all that glitters, wore her a veil. 

Fast money, fast cars; indulgence must pay! 

Drunk in deceit, her fortune became frail. 

 

Nonchalant! She strangled all valued love  

Till she became men's public lavatory. 

As silent as thought, God watched above  

Posterity would tell of her mystery... 

 

Her life is empty... true love she bleeds for 

But her matrimonial home speaks horror! 
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MY BIBLE vs MY BOOK 
 

I have a confession to make 

A heavy burden upon my soul, 

I seal not my conscience for God's sake 

The best way to let go of my sorrow. 

 

My Bible or My book 

Which must be my prirority? 

A puzzle strikes my look 

Feeling remorse within, I have no immunity 

 

Day and night, I study to meet what the world requires 

And the mind of God, gradually I neglect 

O! this burning truth melts my soul like fire 

The kingdom of God I ought to seek first 

 

My anxiety speaks...have lost the first love 

Deep inside, it feels like I'm a lost sheep; 

Inspiration for commitment I need from above 

Clench me lord with your commandment to keep! 
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PAPA'S DEMISE 
 

As flaring fire quenches, 

In lieu of woeful look, spring up ashes 

The banana plant's life span expires; 

Its reproductive bunch respires 

 

Alas, a day 'twas like yesterday! 

Pa Moses Olajuwon passed away 

His soul answered a call, up yonder 

Naive offspring we are, plunged in wonder 

 

River of tears streamed down many faces 

Widow and siblings gave ashes for ashes 

His mortal body finally blurred into soil 

And a mantle made a new man once a boy 

 

Strange! all squinting eyes converged on me 

Okanlawon became head of the family 

Echoes of promises from friends and kin 

Barely a month, became rotten in a bin 

 

All faded like cold-comfort of a fleeting breeze 

Left solitarily with life's fate finding ease 

A herculean giant in man now roams the earth 

Opting for survival which seems dearth 

 

But Emmanuel has always been there... 

Anywhere the soles of my feet appear 
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THE DEVIL THAT FOUGHT YOUR DAD... 
 

Ceaseless liquid of surging heat 

warring in the ablaze pipes 

that flow life into you  

—aye! you, dummy 

borrowing authenticity 

from an ancestral spirit 

— incarnation — 

welcome! fresh pilgrim, is this you? 

when an eve strolls an adam's path, 

the rosy gift comes in tandem 

with its thorny flaws 

— undetached —oh! 

now you've worn 

his household-garb, 

stepped into his shoes of yore 

to prance on the mortal shore... 

phantoms' turbulence? 

but the demon of yore has smelt 

his foe's blood in new breathing flesh 

roaming yet the battle-field... 

the one who once kicked your antecedent 

into the sepulchre of defeat 

is here to renew the battle-rounds; 

would you tell an earless devil 

you're but a dummy? 
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THE ANCIENT DOOR! 
(a revelation) 

 

i stand before this mountain, 

everest, its ancestral name, with an 

ancient door. my dad stood still for eons  

till his battered figure got eaten slowly by earth  

finally dwindled beneath sheerly; the door  

had its ears nailed up! dad pleaded using  

code of naivety before this mountain!  

 

the door to opulence of this mystical world  

only yields ears to programming down the cave  

where a giant dragon is enthroned: he dwarfs titans, 

viper tongued, cycloped eyes, earthquake tailed; 

his emissaries are so dispersed round  

the four cosmic cardinals: down the deep,  

the astral space, earthcrust underworld, in woods  

and hoods... they clutch the earth in subtle topologies 

 

men of vagabond eyes and curious legs  

dense hearted, a bottomless pit of wants, 

rove through the morgue of these elusive cravings 

to find scrolls of yore bearing codes of curious arts 

dispatched by emissaries of this dragon master  

on fooled & accursed shore of earth. perusal peering 

and munching of these codes, is a launching trajectory 

into the realm of the cave, floating like phantoms by 

the ancient door into the mountain of poisoned treasures 

 

cloying vaults of global banks, bloody notes starched 

in the cloud as men of elusive scroll of curious arts 

float every now & then in dark regalia of life  

to bleed sacrificial lambs of naïve mortals  

on the axed altar of the dreadful dragon. 
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while I stand still, with memory of my dad 

lingering in my bereaved crania, gazing up; 

those revealings stroll into my heart's sight 

beloved like john, I codify on my mind's slate  

 

half insightful, half solved my riddled plight  

a word emerges still as light on the hill faraway 

and I munch after it, "give me this mountain, Yahweh!" 

and faith transfigures my mortal body into spirit 

and the door bows open, as I stroll into wealth of glory  
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A god Fathered by God 
 

the lion births a cub 

I am a god, with the spirit of God 

who created all forms 

I am the creator of language 

with the mind of wild running imaginations 

the tool of poeticizing. 

rhetoric like incantations 

the kola nuts of figures of speech 

won't touch the shore of my sheets 

and not build images, fresh revealing 

to reading eyes, seeing beyond looking 

gifted at discerning pearls of words. 

I am the architect of visions 

I plot in words a world of ideas 

that humanity cries to see 

in the hellish reality men have built 

I look for labourers to act out 

this scripture of revolution 

my father sparked light with the word 

to gulp darkness of a formless world 

I am a god, my words are light 

they dispel the ominous shadows 

haunting the world. 
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PLUNGE NOT DOWN THE OCEAN 

 
my son, 

 

as this ocean tours through the sphere 

troubles of humanity stretch feet in endless acres  

immemorial tears of many a soul 

have streamed & smeared on leafs 

deep studying is weariness to the flesh 

 

so tell the pilgrimaged bird  

not to lose no sight of his blueprint 

for the route he'd ply can be derailed 

through the hubbub clustering  

around the glade of humanity's jungle 

 

may the bird which owns the air 

(like truth afloat an ocean of troubled lies) 

have not all of his feathers uprooted 

when plunging down the deep to have a pry  

on the occultism of the mermaids  

 

pity humanity in her pit? 

not on the grave of your blueprint 

see! her eyes brew feigned tears  

but her soul is a sun inside crimsoned ocean  

she'd suffocate in the air of freedom 

 

plunge not down the troubled ocean 

lest your feathers all be gone, turning 

you into a drowning carcass, tossed adrift  

forever inside bloated waters 

without knowing the sky again 
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ODDITIES OF RELIGIOUS FOLKS 
 

O Adam! O Eve! 

No wrong, as two had been made to cleave. 

But they forgot how to live, 

And their hurdles stood high as a cliff!  

 

Who would make it plain? 

Should we lay the blame on the theft of Cain? 

See our streets today, littered with litanies of complaint  

The primal mortals left behind a heritage of strifes 

So every modern mortal is finding a path to survive? 

 

A pact! Let every flesh cleave to a religion 

Perhaps a G(g)od to seek after, and call upon! 

Alas! Fear hacks my heart, looking around — 

Oceans of acres have been given for holy grounds. 

 

And though religious annals daily increase; 

The cosmos turns a dark dungeon, not at ease! 

Men claim to have seen the light — I sigh! 

But for the belligerence blaring inside; why? 

How thick a darkness, when one gifted with sight 

Yet strays to a path, devoid of light! 

 

Behold a place, marked for genuine worship  

Now a desecrated altar of warring sheep! 

I ask, O Faith, where are your charms — 

That these obsessed folks must worship in sham? 

 

See tribesmen shooting one another with dissent of creeds  

See war of holy men on the altar of their greed! 

What life preaches a faith, his scholars live by sword 

Out of context, have they not read the holy word? 
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Tell me, can a man fight for G(g)od 

When his soul is yet to be gained in the word? 

Yes, he pukes prophecies of fire; thunder complies  

But his distorting noises could save - no flies! 

God's heart bleeds; His eyes they contort with lies... 

So that heaven records woes in man's bulging files! 

 

If we have fisted on all treasures without love 

We are in abject poverty, says the Holy One above! 
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I SEE A CHANGED MAN 

 
O'er the years, I weeded vices with the biting teeth of satire 

Like I'm no flesh, my acclaimed self—a hallowed Messiah?  

A sapient prophet I feigned, a braggart with fuzzy vision 

Aye! That drunk state of my folly, woe betides its 

deception!  

 

While mere mortal deeds soured my heart, I had cast a 

stone  

Till I saw a true Man of justice above, seated on His throne  

Light up that hour, let my deliverance cannon in the air 

boom 

That my soul may transcend vain trance of my past doom!  

 

A ray of heavenly vision pierced cataracts of my impeded 

insight  

Projecting the parable of a prophet of doom before my 

timid behold  

Who belched belligerence at folks of a balled cosmos 

nearly torn apart!  

But what seemed more irreparable, his sullen heart, he 

failed to scold.  

 

And though he could unravel elusive scribes of ages on the 

wall,  

On the field of his implacable mind, viable seed of love 

was nipped  

Imperiously hurling scathing stones: change thy horrid 

ways, he ranted!  

Never would he notice his brutality staring at him via the 

world's mirror  

 

A supposed lamp to mortal feet in a dark world turned fire 
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that scorched!  

Prior to the reckoning day, had not he evoked hell on earth 

to judge?  

Ah! See the accusing finger up there, tingling the nucleus 

of my conscience  

And my impetuous mind, cautioned by reverberation of its 

insightful voice: 

 

"Though sons and daughters of Adam are damn desperate  

And yes! Their blood boils with rage beyond the temperate,  

Have you not lavished cowries of abhorrence in their 

imperfect market 

Where just a token of charity could barter for making it 

perfect?" 

 

Unlike the old prophet whose undone sacrifices mocked the 

face of God  

Ignoring the altar of brotherly reconciliation, image of 

Whom he could see  

The shackles of my doom, broken! Now, I see a new man 

in me!  

On this hill of transfiguration, sounding gong of change to 

ears of the world.  
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FOR DEATH MUST REIGN!  

 

I. 

Men poke eyes of the diurnal sky 

with fingers, conjuring sinister deeds 

drawing blood from the mortal skulls 

the sun sprinting to bed at dusk 

leaves poetic note behind as insight that 

wisdom may scream into their ears, of a day 

their backs will touch the shore of defeat 

when the mad cow called death knocks 

them off their feet! their conscience ressurects? 

nay! they'll yet grow plumaged wings of folly. 

but hear how my sagacious forebears sing: 

"the evil archer arrows the sky 

with thorny spikes courting catastrophe! 

he rolls a mortar as shield o'er his head 

oblivious of the note of poetic justice 

karma bird tweets on the twig of life's oak, 

ashes blown to the air fill the face that sent them 

he that serves shit, eats shit! certainly!" 

how the funeral of shame ends the threat 

of the howling cows. 

 

II. 

And i see plagues like locusts 

eating the eyes of hypocrites! 

life has hung the devil  

on the oak of nemesis! 

and at the cathedral of lies 

i see men with cold eyes of fish 

brewing reservoir of tears as beers 

the choir of doom chants panegyric 

chairing the phantom of a ghoul  

on the righteous seat towards heaven 
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but the great incorruptible Judge above 

shall have them in scowling derision! 
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MARKET SQUARE OF LIFE 
 

From a bewildered height  

Of a bard's reflections, 

He casts his poetic  

cinematographic lens of insight 

On the market square of life... 

Hubbub of distractions plunges 

Minds of pilgrims in transactions. 

On the altar (shore) of vanity;  

Fidelity, integrity — massacred! 

Forgetful? Though dusk beckons,  

They shun the call of the night. 
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MYSTERY OF THE DARK CLOUD 
 

abruptly, a gust galvanizing up there 

with sprinting feet, approaching—a steeplechase 

behold the giant of a dark cloud 

arrival of doom, pitching its canopy 

mouth widened, darkness engulfs the land 

help! help! help! 

the brightest lamp cannot dispel... 

help! darkness pervades the land 

halted labour! pregnant vision for fruition, aborted. 

discordant rumbles in the children's bellies 

— famine— 

help! the land in the belly of darkness 

sinister ghouls lurking around. in ignorance 

groping men stray into the sea of maze 

no mortal wisdom can swim through— 

all drowning into the deep of peril 

social chaos. relational crises. 

friends bump into one another, enmity! 

suspicious echoes of steps into a bower 

dagger of lost trust thrusts belly of foe-friend 

ears decode acquaintance's outburst of acrimony 

how cheap blunders emerge from learned hands. 

... 

like a tale, one time, in the land of the pyramids 

arrow of God's chide, a prophetic eye caught 

aye, it emerged from His angry bow, 

a caveat yet, to this cosmos of perdition! 
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ATÉWÓLARÁ  

 
—for you, dear inseminator! 

 

 

today is the mother of your tomorrow 

you're the father! the semen of your deeds 

ejaculated by your routined hands 

is morphing in the womb of the day 

so that soon, nocturnal maturity 

beckons the aurora of your harvest! 
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